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Q: I can’t log into my account. 
A: make sure you’re using the following link: 

https://provp.uhaweb.com/Home/Landing 

 

Q: I’m locked out of my account. 
A: Click the “Reset your password” icon on the login page: 

 

*UHNC users cannot request a password change, but instead have the option to request the account be 
unlocked.  

 

 

 

https://provp.uhaweb.com/Home/Landing
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Q: Where did the AOD measures go? 
A: OHA updated the AOD measures to change them to SUD measures. 

 

Q: Why do I have more SUD gaps than I had AOD gaps? 
A: The update from AOD to SUD was more than just the name. The biggest change to the metric 

is that it is now an event-specific measure and no longer a member-specific measure. This allows a 
single member to miss the metric more than once during a measurement year, which may have 
increased the number of gaps you are seeing. 

Q: Why didn’t someone tell me about the changes to the metric? 
A: They did, when you first logged into UHBI as a popup: 
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Q: I don’t have that popup anymore: 
A: All release notes are documented and saved in UHBI for easy access via the navigate drop-
down: 

 

Q: Where can I learn more about the UHBI platform without having to schedule training 
with UH? 

A: In the release notes, there is a copy of the user manual for you to review: 

 

This coupled with the release notes should be able to answer most questions about the platform. 
However, UHBI is an ever-evolving system. So, feel free to reach out to us with any questions you may 
have at: Quality@umpquahealth.com. 

mailto:Quality@umpquahealth.com
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Q: This member was in last week and we performed the services for the measures they 
had gaps in, so why are they still showing as gaps in UHBI: 
A: UHBI uses a variety of data sources. The Incentive Measures in UHBI update according to the 
schedules of their data sources. To see the data source for a measure, hover over the “i” to the left of 
each measure’s name: 

 

• EHR-Based measures are updated in UHBI according to your upload schedule with UHA. 
• ALERT-IIS based measures are updated monthly, but there is a delay from OHA and the most 

recent file they have sent us is from June; so, no updates after 05/31/2022 would show up in 
UHBI yet. 

• Claims-based measures will update the day after a qualifying claim processes through CIM.  

Q: Can I stop gaps I have addressed from appearing in my gap lists? 
A:  Yes, by using the “address gap” function in UHBI; you can “snooze” these members for 60 days: 

 

Then select one of the options on the pop-up that appears: 
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Input the information requested and hit “OK” 
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